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Release Your Brilliance: The 4 Steps to Transforming Your Life and Revealing Your Genius to the WorldHarper Perennial, 2008
Each of us is born brilliant. Then we spend the rest of our lives having our brilliance buried by people, circumstances, and experiences. Eventually, we forget that we ever had genius and special talents, and our brilliance is locked away in a vault deep within. So we settle for who we are, instead of striving for who we were meant to be.
...
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ARCO Master the GRE 2009 (with CD)Arco, 2008
The General Graduate Record Exam (GRE), or GRE General Test, is the primary standardized test for admission to graduate-level academic programs in the United States. The exam is designed and administered by the Educational Testing Service (ETS), the same company that produces the SAT. Since 2002, the GRE has been administered by computer only...
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LTE for 4G Mobile Broadband: Air Interface Technologies and PerformanceCambridge University Press, 2009
"This text is an especially helpful as an accompaniment to the 3GPP specifications themselves, which offer no explanations as to why one thing or another is included, no hint as to why one protocol technique was chosen over another, or why certain contributions appear only to disappear in later releases. Khan's text offers a welcome set of...
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Practical Lock Picking: A Physical Penetration Tester's Training GuideSyngress Publishing, 2010


	I feel somewhat like an old man remarking in this fashion, but this book is a great example of the

	wonderful time in which you currently find yourself. To be alive and learning right now—when there

	are accessible resources such as this about lockpicking, with beautiful illustrations and lessons written

	with passion visible on...
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English Grammar For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010


	When you’re a grammarian, people react to you in interesting — and

	sometimes downright strange — ways. When the first edition of

	English Grammar For Dummies came out in 2001, an elderly man asked

	me about something that had puzzled him for eight decades: Why did his

	church, St. Paul’s, include an...
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Chemistry: An Industry-Based Laboratory ManualCRC Press, 2000


	Have you ever sat down and had an open discussion over coffee with an industrial chemist

	or chemical technician about his or her work? Have you ever “shadowed” a chemist or a

	chemical technician for a day as he or she went about the daily routine in an industrial

	or government laboratory? If you have done these things,...
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Javafx in ActionManning Publications, 2009
I suppose for many it was just another unremarkable mid-May Wednesday; certainly I don’t recall the weather making any effort to surprise. What might have made the day slightly memorable for some, perhaps, was that Manchester United was playing Chelsea in the final of the ultra-prestigious soccer European Champions League. A couple of days...
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Hacking MythTV (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Want control? Build your own MythTV PC.
   You don't do stuff like this to cut corners. You do it because you want what you wantand because it's fun. And a personalized MythTV is so much more than a PVR. You can combine HDTV, DVD, all kinds of music, radio, photos, even a plug-in videophone module. All you need is a little Linux know-how,...
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